**Bugs & Wish list**

**Tiki Mobile illogical labels**

**Status**
- Open

**Subject**
Tiki Mobile illogical labels

**Version**
18.x

**Category**
- Consistency

**Feature**
Mobile (Mobile Tiki and Voice Tiki)

**Resolution status**
New

**Submitted by**
hman

**Lastmod by**
hman

**Rating**

![Rating](https://example.com)

**Description**
I know Tiki Mobile is deprecated, but IMHO as long as it is still there it should at least be configurable. But the parameters are labelled illogically:

```php
{CODE(Colors="Tiki")}
'description' => tra('Currently only shows switch to and from mobile mode.'),
'prefs' => 'mobile_feature',
'params' => [ 'to_label' => 'name' => tra('To Label'),
'description' => tra('Switch to normal site label'),
'from_label' => 'name' => tra('From Label'),
'description' => tra('Switch to mobile site label'),
{CODE}
```

To switch to mobile, the 'switch to normal site' label is offered, and to switch from mobile, i.e. to normal, the 'switch to mobile' label is offered...

**Importance**
3

**Easy to solve?**
10 easy
Priority
30
Demonstrate Bug
Ticket ID
7515
Created
Friday 28 August, 2020 13:37:22 GMT-0000
LastModif
Friday 28 August, 2020 13:38:06 GMT-0000
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